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Abstract
Let A(t) be a complex Wishart process deﬁned in terms of the M × N complex Gaussian matrix X(t)
by A(t)= X(t)X(t)H . The covariance matrix of the columns of X(t) is . If X(t), the underlying Gaussian
process, is a correlated process over time, then we have dependence between samples of theWishart process.
In this paper, we study the joint statistics of the Wishart process at two points in time, t1, t2, where t1< t2.
In particular, we derive the following results: the joint density of the elements ofA(t1),A(t2), the joint density
of the eigenvalues of −1A(t1),−1A(t2), the characteristic function of the elements of A(t1), A(t2), the
characteristic function of the eigenvalues of −1A(t1),−1A(t2). In addition, we give the characteristic
functions of the eigenvalues of a central and non-central complex Wishart, and some applications of the
results in statistics, engineering and information theory are outlined.
© 2006 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we study the joint statistics of a certain complexWishart process at two points in
time. This process is driven by an underlying Gaussian process which is correlated over time, and
this introduces dependence between the samples of theWishart process. There appears to be very
little published work in this area, although [18] contains similar work, focussing on univariate
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quadratic forms rather than matrix quadratic forms. The motivation for such work stems from
problems in communications engineering and information theory [11,20], where the complex
Wishart plays a major role.
Over the last decade, the use and awareness of complexWishart results in communications has
grown enormously. Applications have been found for the eigenvalue distributions [9], limiting
behaviour [24], eigenvectors [19] and determinants [5] of Wishart processes. This interest has
developed from the idea of multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems where mobile radio
communication occurs between a mobile device, equipped with multiple antennas, and a base
station, also equipped with multiple antennas [10]. If this communication link hasM antennas at
the receiver andN antennas at the transmitter, then there areM×N individual antenna-to-antenna
links in total. These links can be thought of as forming an M × N channel matrix, where the i,
jth entry describes the effect of the channel on the signal as it passes from transmit antenna j
to receive antenna i. In an urban environment, the most commonly used model for the channel
matrix is one populated with independent and identically distributed complex Gaussian variables
[15]. This model is motivated by physical arguments and has been validated by measurements
[15]. Hence an M × N complex Gaussian matrix, say X, is a widely used model for a MIMO
channel [10]. Furthermore, many of the characteristics of the MIMO channel are governed by the
matrix productA = XXH rather than by X alone. For example, the information theoretic channel
capacity is a function of A [5], the error rate of certain MIMO systems depends on A [9] and
the transmit processing of the signals, when eigenvector steering is used [19], also depends on
A. It is clear then that the complex Wishart plays a key role in the design and analysis of MIMO
systems.
In this paper, we are concerned with correlated pairs of complexWishart matrices. This occurs
under several guises in communications engineering. The most obvious situation is where we
are interested in the time-varying behaviour of the system. At two time points, reasonably close
together, the channel is likely to be correlated, and so the A matrices at the two points form a
correlated pair of complex Wishart matrices. Hence, the joint statistics of a complex Wishart
process at two points in time gives the theoretical basis required to study the temporal behaviour
of various functions of the process [11]. Similarly, certain MIMO systems transmit signals si-
multaneously on a set of separate frequency bands [2]. The channel matrices for adjacent bands
are highly correlated, and the performance analysis of these systems requires a knowledge of the
joint statistics of the A matrices corresponding to two nearby frequencies [3]. Lastly, in a real
communication system, the channel is usually estimated, and the processing that is performed
by the receiver, and possibly by the transmitter, depends on the estimated channel rather than the
true channel. A common model for the channel estimation process gives the true and estimated
channels as correlated complex Gaussian matrices [6], and the resulting A matrices are there-
fore correlated Wishart. In summary, the occurrence of correlated complex Wishart matrices can
result from time variation, frequency separation and channel estimation. In each scenario, the
form of the correlation structure is the same and is given in (1.2) below. In Section 4, we give
one speciﬁc application of this work to the information theoretic channel capacity of a MIMO
system.
Note that we deal solely with the complex case for two reasons. Firstly, it is the complex case
which has immediate applications in engineering. Secondly, in the complex case we are able to
derive compact closed form results in terms of determinants of matrices. In the real case, we often
ﬁnd that the equivalent results need to be stated in terms of hypergeometric functions of matrix
argument [16] or as expansions in terms of zonal polynomials [4], power series [14], Laguerre
series [14], etc.
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To be precise, let X(t) : M ×N be a matrix of random complex variates such that the column
vectors of X(t) are independent and identically distributed as multivariate complex normals with
zero mean vectors, and the density function of X(t) is given by
−MN ||−N exp{−tr[−1X(t)X(t)H ]}, (1.1)
where tr(·) is the trace operator,  is the covariance matrix of each column of X(t) and (·)H is
the Hermitian transpose. The corresponding Wishart process is given by A(t) = X(t)X(t)H . To
introduce correlation in the underlying Gaussian process, we assume that X(t) evolves according
to the equation
X(t2) = (t2−t1)X(t1)+
√
1− 2(t2−t1)U, (1.2)
where t1 t2, and U is independent of X(t1) and has the same density given in (1.1). Such a
simple correlation structure matches the physical models assumed in [11,20]. In our work, (t2−t1)
measures the temporal correlation between X(t1) and X(t2) through the relationship (t2−t1)I =
−1E{X(t1)X(t2)H }/N . In other applications it may have a different interpretation. The more
general matrix version of (1.2), where the correlation structure is deﬁned by a matrix, is also
possible to consider. Equivalent results to those in Section 2 can be derived for this case. However,
we focus on the physically motivated model of (1.2), which has a wide range of applications in
engineering.
The main results derived in the paper are the following:
1. the joint density of the elements of A(t1),A(t2);
2. the joint density of the eigenvalues of −1A(t1),−1A(t2);
3. the characteristic function of the elements of A(t1),A(t2);
4. the characteristic function of the eigenvalues of −1A(t1),−1A(t2).
In the course of deriving 4, we give the characteristic functions of the eigenvalues of a central
and non-central complex Wishart since these results are needed and do not seem to be available
in the literature.
The methodology used has three stages. The joint results are ﬁrst broken down by conditioning
on the values at time t1. After conditioning the classic results of [16] are used to express the
results in terms of hypergeometric functions of matrix argument. Then the key result in [13] is
used which expresses these hypergeometric functions as ratios of determinants.
The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows. In Section 2 we give the results on joint
densities. In Section 3 we derive the results on joint characteristic functions, and in Section 4 we
discuss some possible applications.
2. Fundamentals: joint density functions
For ease of notation, in the remainder of the paper we denote X(t1), X(t2) by X1, X2; A(t1),
A(t2) by A1, A2 and (t2−t1) by . Using this simpliﬁed notation, Eq. (1.2) yields
X2 = X1 +
√
1− 2U.
In our approach, the joint results are ﬁrst broken down by conditioning on the values at time t1.
In this case, conditioned on X1, matrix X2 becomes a non-zero mean complex normal matrix
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with E {X2|X1} = X1. Similarly, conditioned on X1, matrix A2 = X2XH2 becomes a non-central
complex Wishart.
2.1. Joint density function of matrix elements
Conditioned on X1, the joint density of the elements of A2 is [16]
f (A2|X1)= f (A2|A1)
=
exp
{
− 11−2 tr[−1A2 + 2−1A1]
}
|A2|N−M0F˜1(N; −1A1−1A2)
M(M−1)/2(1− 2)MN ||N ∏Mk=1(N − k)! ,
where 2/(1−2)2 and 0F˜1 is a hypergeometric function ofmatrix argument. The joint density
of the elements of A1 is [16]
f (A1) = exp{−tr(
−1A1)} |A1|N−M
M(M−1)/2||N ∏Mk=1(N − k)! . (2.1)
Therefore, since f (A1,A2) = f (A2|A1)f (A1), we ﬁnd that
f (A1,A2)
=
exp
{
− 11−2 tr[−1(A1+A2)]
}
|−1A1−1A2|N−M0F˜1(N; −1A1−1A2)
M(M−1)(1−2)MN ||2M∏Mk=1[(N−k)!]2 . (2.2)
The ﬁnal stage is to give an expression for the hypergeometric function in (2.2) as a ratio of
determinants. Since such hypergeometric functions are functions solely of the eigenvalues of the
matrix arguments, we consider 0F˜1(N; t) where t = (t1, t2, . . . , tM) contains the eigenvalues
of −1A1−1A2. From [13] we have a formula for hypergeometric functions of two matrix
arguments, which gives
0F˜1(N; s, t) = −1(N −m)!−M
|0F1(N −M + 1; si tj )|∏M
i<j (si − sj )
∏M
i<j (ti − tj )
, (2.3)
where 0F1(·) is a classical hypergeometric function and

{
M∏
k=1
[(N − k)!(M − k)!]
}−1
. (2.4)
Note that |0F1(N −M + 1; si tj )| represents the determinant of the matrix with i, jth element
given by 0F1(N −M + 1; si tj ). Also, note that the denominator in (2.3) is the product of two
Vandermonde determinants. This hypergeometric function of two matrix arguments is needed
later in the paper, and 0F˜1(N; t) is obtained from (2.3) by setting s = (1, 1, . . . , 1). Hence, we
now consider 0F˜1(N; s, t) in detail.
The classical hypergeometric function is given in [12] as
0F1(N −M + 1, si tj ) = (N −M)!(si tj )(M−N)/2IN−M(2
√
si tj ), (2.5)
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where Ik(·) is a modiﬁed Bessel function of order k. Using (2.5) gives the hypergeometric function
0F˜1(N; s, t) = −1
M∏
k=1
t
(M−N)/2
k
|s(M−N)/2i IN−M(2
√
si tj )|∏M
i<j (si − sj )
∏M
i<j (ti − tj )
. (2.6)
This is the form we require later in the paper. Next we look at 0F˜1(N; t) = 0F˜1(N; 1, t). Setting
s = 1 in (2.6) gives both numerator and denominator equal to zero. Hence, we proceed as follows.
LetH = [s(M−N)/2i IN−M(2
√
si tj )]ij andG = [sj−1i ]ij , then |H| = |s(M−N)/2i IN−M(2
√
si tj )|
and
∏M
i<j (si − sj ) = (−1)M(M−1)/2|G|. Deﬁne the ith row of H as hi (si)T and the jth row of G
as gj (sj )T . With these deﬁnitions the ratio of interest in (2.6) can be written as
|s(M−N)/2i IN−M(2
√
si tj )|∏M
i<j (si − sj )
= (−1)M(M−1)/2 |h(s1)h(s2) . . .h(sM)||g(s1)g(s2) . . . g(sM)| . (2.7)
Taking limits as s1, s2, . . . , sM → 1 and by repeated use of Cauchy’s mean value theorem, as
shown in [7], gives
(−1)M(M−1)/2 |h(1)h
(1)(1) . . .h(M−1)(1)|
|g(1)g(1)(1) . . . g(M−1)(1)| . (2.8)
Since g(i)(1) = [0 · · · 0 (1)i (2)i · · · (M − i)i]T , the denominator in (2.8) is ∏Mk=1(M − k)!.
Computing the numerator requires the derivatives of the Bessel function. Taking the jth element
of h(si), setting z = 2√si tj and differentiating k times gives(
d
dsi
)k
[s(M−N)/2i IN−M(2
√
si tj )] =
(
dz
dsi
d
dz
)k [(
z
2√tj
)(M−N)
IN−M(z)
]
= 2N−M+kt (N−M)/2+kj
(
1
z
d
dz
)k
[z(M−N)IN−M(z)]
= tk/2j s(M−N−k)/2i IN−M+k(2
√
si tj ), (2.9)
where the last equality stems from a result in [12, Eq. (8.486)]. Letting si = 1 and substituting
(2.9) in (2.8) gives the result
0F˜1(N; t) = (−1)M(M−1)/2−1
|t (M−N+i−1)/2j IN−M+i−1(2
√
tj )|∏M
k=1(M − k)!
∏M
i<j (ti − tj )
. (2.10)
Hence, the joint density in (2.2) can be given in its ﬁnal form
f (A1,A2)
= exp{−tr[−1(A1 +A2)]/(1− 2)}
× |
−1A1−1A2|N−M |(tj )(M−N+i−1)/2IN−M+i−1(2√tj )|
(−1)M(M−1)/2()M(M−1)(1− 2)M(N−M+1) ||2M∏Mk=1(N − k)!∏Mi<j (ti − tj ) .
(2.11)
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2.2. Joint density function of eigenvalues
In a similarmannerwe proceed for the joint density of the eigenvalues ofA1 andA2. IfA = XXH
is non-central complex Wishart, from [16] we can write the joint density of the eigenvalues of
−1A as
fo(v) =  exp
{
−
M∑
k=1
(fk + vk)
}
0F˜1(N; f, v)
M∏
k=1
vN−Mk
M∑
i<j
(vi − vj )2, (2.12)
where v1 < v2 < · · · < vM are the ordered eigenvalues of−1XXH and f1 < f2 < · · · < fM are
the ordered eigenvalues of −1E {X}E {X}H . Note that the subscript in fo(v) denotes the ordering
of the eigenvalues. Where unordered variables are of interest, the subscript is dropped.
If we let f1 < f2 < · · · < fM be the eigenvalues of [(1 − 2)]−1(X1)(X1)H =
−1X1XH1 = −1A1 where 2/(1 − 2), then Eq. (2.12) gives the conditional density
of the eigenvalues of [(1 − 2)]−1A2 conditioned on X1. Note that (2.12) only depends on X1
through f1, . . . , fM . Therefore, we have
fo(v, f) = fo(v|f)fo(f) = fo(v|X1)fo(f), (2.13)
since ﬁxing X1 has the same effect on v as ﬁxing f.
Now f contains the eigenvalues of −1A1, whereA1 is complex (central) Wishart. James [16]
gives the densities of the elements and eigenvalues of A1. Using a simple transformation, we
obtain the density of the eigenvalues of −1A1 as
fo(f) = −NM exp
{
−
M∑
k=1
[fk/]
}
M∏
k=1
f N−Mk
M∏
i<j
(fi − fj )2. (2.14)
Thus, from (2.13), the joint density is
fo(v, f)= −NM2 exp
{
−
M∑
k=1
[vk + fk/2]
}
0F˜1(N; f, v)
×
M∏
k=1
(fkvk)
N−M
M∏
i<j
[(fi − fj )2(vi − vj )2].
To obtain the joint distribution of the eigenvalues of −1A1 and −1A2 we make the transforma-
tions i = fi/ and wi = (1− 2)vi , which give
fo(w, )= (1− 2)−NM2 exp
{
− 1
1− 2
M∑
k=1
(wk + k)
}
0F˜1(N; ,w/(1− 2))
×
M∏
k=1
(kwk)
N−M
M∏
i<j
[(i − j )2(wi − wj)2]. (2.15)
Now, using (2.6) gives the joint density in its ﬁnal form
fo(w, )=(1−2)−M−M(N−1) exp
{
− 1
1−2
M∑
k=1
(wk+k)
}
M∏
i<j
[(i−j )(wi − wj)]
×|(iwj )(N−M)/2IN−M(2
√
iwj )|. (2.16)
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3. Joint characteristic functions
We now compute the corresponding joint characteristic functions.
3.1. Joint characteristic function of matrix elements
The derivation below is a simple extension of the usual approach to computing the characteristic
function for a single Wishart matrix [21]. For ease of notation we denote X1 = X and X2 = Y so
that the two correlated complexWishart random matrices are deﬁned byA1 = XXH = (ajk) and
A2 = YYH = (bjk). Then their joint characteristic function is
E

exp

i ∑
jk
Re(∗jkajk + ∗jkbjk)



 , (3.1)
where the parameters jk,jk are real for j = k and complex for j = k. If we deﬁne
˜jk =


∗jk for j < k,
jk for j > k,
2jj for j = k,
˜jk =


∗jk for j < k,
jk for j > k,
2jj for j = k,
we can write (3.1) as
E

exp

 i
2
Re

 M∑
j=1
M∑
k=1
˜jkajk + ˜jkbjk





 .
For Hermitian matrices C,D, we have Re[∑j ∑k cjkdjk] = tr(CD). If we ﬁll matrices  and
with elements ˜jk and ˜jk , respectively, the characteristic function can be rewritten as
E
{
exp
[
i
2
tr(A1 +A2)
]}
. (3.2)
Using (3.2), the joint characteristic function is derived in the Appendix (Section A.1) as
[(1− 2)M ||2|−1|]−N, (3.3)
where  is deﬁned in (A.4). For the special case of i.i.d. column elements with  = IM , the joint
characteristic function reduces to[
(1− 2)M
∣∣∣∣ 11− 2 IM − i2(1− 2) (+)− 14
∣∣∣∣
]−N
. (3.4)
3.2. Joint characteristic function of eigenvalues
In this section, our primary focus is the joint characteristic function of the eigenvalues of−1A1
and −1A2. However, such a derivation builds on the characteristic functions of central and non-
central Wishart matrices. As we have not found such results in the literature, we derive these
characteristic functions in the Appendix (Sections A.2 and A.3). With these results in place, we
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are able to derive the joint characteristic function of the unordered eigenvalues of −1A1 and
−1A2 given by i and wi , respectively. The characteristic function in this case has the form
E
{
ea
T w+bT } = ∫ ∞
0
· · ·
∫ ∞
0
ea
T w+bT f (w, ) dw d, (3.5)
where a = i[a1 · · · aM ]T , b = i[b1 · · · bM ]T and the joint density is shown in (2.15). In the
Appendix (Section A.4), the integrals in (3.5) are calculated giving the ﬁnal result as
E
{
ea
T w+bT } = −M(N−1)(/M!2)∑

∑
	
|J(, 	)|, (3.6)
where the (r, s)th element of J(, 	) is given by (A.19) and the summation is over all permutations
, 	 of {1, 2, . . . ,M}.
4. Applications
Consider variables which are linear in functions of the eigenvalues of a complex Wishart
matrix A. Examples include the quadratic forms XHA−1X, xHA−1x and the logarithm of the
determinants |A|, |I+A|, whereX and x are complex Gaussian matrices and vectors, respectively.
The quadratic forms have been studied in the statistics literature [17,22] and have applications in
engineering [8,7].The determinant |A| is the generalized variance [1], and log |I+A| is important in
information theory as the channel capacity of a Gaussian fading channel [24,23]. If the underlying
Gaussian process driving these variables is correlated over time, then theywill also form correlated
processes. To compute autocorrelation functions for these processes, the joint densities derived
in this paper can be used. An example is given below for the log-determinant, log |I + A|. The
same methodology applies directly to log |A|. With minor modiﬁcations, the approach can handle
the quadratic forms also. Consider the quadratic form, xHA−1xwhere we assume 1, 2, . . . , M
are the eigenvalues of A and x has zero mean and covariance matrix proportional to the identity
matrix. In this case, the quadratic form is statistically identical to
∑M
i=1 
−1
i |xi |2, where xi is an
element of x. Hence, the quadratic form is linear in the inverse eigenvalues and the approach
below can be applied.
As discussed in the introduction, a key application of this work is to mobile radio MIMO
systems, which are being developed for the next generation of mobile phone services. The reason
for the enormous research interest in MIMO systems [10] is the large capacity they offer. The
capacity of a MIMO link in a typical urban environment [10] withM transmit antennas, N receive
antennas and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) equal to P is given by C(t) = log2{det[I + A(t)]},
where  = P/M . Hence,C(t) can be deﬁned at times t1 and t2 in terms of the eigenvalues ofA(t)
by C(t1) = ∑Mi=1 log(1 + fi) and C(t2) = ∑Mi=1 log(1 + wi). The autocorrelation function
for C(t) relies on E {C(t1)C(t2)}, which can be written as
E


M∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
log(1+ fi) log(1+ wi)

 = M2 E {log(1+ f ) log(1+ w)}, (4.1)
where f,w are two randomly selected eigenvalues ofA(t1) andA(t2), respectively. Scaling (2.16)
by 1/M!, we obtain the joint density of the unordered eigenvalues, and without loss of generality
we can choose the random eigenvalues f,w to be f1, w1. Hence, we require the joint density
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of (f1, w1), which is obtained by integrating (2.11) over 2, . . . , N,w2, . . . , wM and dividing
byM!.
Note that (4.1) is precisely the expected value required in [11] to approximate the level crossing
rate of theMIMOchannel capacity.At the time of publication of [11] such a result was unavailable,
and [11] relied on simulated results. However, using the results derived earlier, we can now
compute (4.1) exactly, leading to the approximate level crossing rate for the channel capacity.
As a concrete example, consider the special case M = N = 2, which is the most commonly
considered system size for practical MIMO implementations. Also, consider an i.i.d. complex
Gaussian channel, so that  = I. Converting (2.16) to its unordered version, we have
f (w1, w2, 1, 2)= 142(1−2)2 exp{−(w1+w2+1+2)/(1−
2)}(w1−w2)(1−2)
×[I0(2
√
1w1)I0(2
√
2w2)− I0(2
√
1w2)I0(2
√
2w1)]. (4.2)
To obtain f (w1, 1), we must integrate out w2 and 2. To integrate out 2, we note that [12]
∫ ∞
0
x
−1 e−xI0(2
√
x) dx = (
− 1)!


e/

−1∑
r=0
(

− 1

− r − 1
)
(/)r
r! , (4.3)
where 
 is a positive integer. Using (4.3), we integrate (4.2) over 2 to obtain
f (w1, 1, 2)= 1 − 242(1− 2) exp{−(w1 + 1 + 2)/(1− 
2)}
×[I0(2
√
w11) e
(1−2)2(w1 − (1− 2)[1+ 2(1− 2)])
−I0(2
√
w12) e
(1−2)1(w1 − (1− 2)[1+ 1(1− 2)])]. (4.4)
Using (4.3) again, we integrate over 2 to obtain
f (w1, 1)= 142(1− 2) exp{−(1 + w1)/(1− 
2)}
×[I0(2
√
w11)(w11 − 1 − w1 + 1+ 2)
−(1− 2) exp{(w1 + 1)}(1− 2 + 21 − w1)
×(1− 2 + 2w1 − 1)]. (4.5)
Finally, we obtain E {C(t1)C(t2)} as
E {C(t1)C(t2)} = M2
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
log(1+ w1) log(1+ 1)f (w1, 1) dw1 d1. (4.6)
We remark that using the series expansion of I0(·) in (4.6) results in a separable closed-form
integral for each term in the series. However, the numerical integral in (4.6) is well-behaved, so
further expansion into a series form is perhaps unnecessary. In addition, we note that the general
M×N case can also be solved in essentially the same way, giving an answer in terms of a double
numerical integral.
From [10] the mean and variance of C(t) are also known, and, hence, we can compute the
autocorrelation function of C(t). This is shown in Fig. 1 when the autocorrelation of C(t) is
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Fig. 1. Autocorrelation of C(t) for 2× 2 i.i.d. complex Gaussian channel.
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Fig. 2. Capacity level crossing rate for 2× 2 i.i.d. complex Gaussian channel.
plotted against  using (4.6). We see that the simulated and analytical correlation results show
excellent agreement, which is a useful check of the analysis.
As a further example, consider the classic mobile radio model where the elements ofX have the
common autocorrelation function given by J0(2fD) [15]. For a Doppler frequency of fD = 25,
we simulate the process X(t) at discrete time points with spacing  = 13ms. The correlation
between adjacent values is J (2fD) = 0.99. Using (4.6), we compute the correlation between
adjacent capacity values as 0.9745. Using this value in the approximate level crossing rate result
of [11], we can obtain an analytical approximation to the capacity level crossing rate. This is
shown in Fig. 2. The approximation provides a very good agreement with the simulation results
and completes the analytical approach of [11].
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Appendix A. Derivations for Section 3
A.1. Derivation of the joint characteristic function of the matrix elements
Starting from (3.2), recall that A1 = ∑Nj=1 xjxHj , where xj is the jth column of X. Using the
property tr(A1) = tr(∑Nj=1 xjxHj ) =∑Nj=1 xHj xj , we express the characteristic function as
E

exp

 i
2

 N∑
j=1
xHj xj + yHj yj





 =
(
E
{
exp
[
i
2
(
xHj xj + yHj yj
)]})N
. (A.1)
The last equality holds since the columns of X,Y are i.i.d. (Note that xj does depend on yj .)
Therefore, we need to calculate
S(,) = E
{
exp
[
i
2
(
xHj xj + yHj yj
)]}
. (A.2)
Remember that xj , yj , are jointly complex normal. The joint density of z[xHj yHj ]H is 2M-
dimensional complex normal with a zero mean vector and covariance matrix
 = E
{[
xjx
H
j xj y
H
j
yjxHj yj y
H
j
]}
=
[
 
 
]
.
Using the Kronecker product relations
−1 = 1
1− 2
[
−1 −−1
−−1 −1
]
, || = (1− 2)M ||2
and the joint density
f (z) = −2M ||−1 exp{−zH−1z},
the joint characteristic function becomes
S(,)=
∫ ∞
−∞
· · ·
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
[
i
2
(xHx+ yHy)
]
−2M(1− 2)−M ||−2
×exp
{
− 1
1− 2
[xH yH ] [ −1 −−1
−−1 −1
][
x
y
]}
dx dy
= (1− 2)−M ||−2||
∫ ∞
−∞
· · ·
∫ ∞
−∞
−2M ||−1 exp{−zH−1z} dz
= (1− 2)−M ||−2||, (A.3)
where
−1 =


1
1− 2
−1 − i
2
 − 
1− 2
−1
− 
1− 2
−1 1
1− 2
−1 − i
2


 . (A.4)
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But, for the partitioned matrix −1, we have
|−1| =
∣∣∣∣∣ 11− 2−1 − i2− 
2
(1− 2)2
−1
(
1
1− 2
−1 − i
2

)−1
−1
∣∣∣∣∣
×
∣∣∣∣ 11− 2−1 − i2
∣∣∣∣ . (A.5)
Substituting back into (A.1), the joint characteristic functon for the elements of A1,A2 has the
ﬁnal form given in (3.3).
A.2. Central Wishart: derivation of the characteristic function of the eigenvalues
From [16]we have the following joint density for the ordered eigenvalues,w1w2 · · · wM ,
of −1A where A is a central Wishart matrix deﬁned by (2.1)
fo(w)= exp
{
−
M∑
k=1
wk
}
M∏
k=1
wN−Mk
M∏
i<j
(wi − wj)2
=
M∏
k=1
(wN−Mk e
−wk)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 · · · 1
w1 · · · wM
...
...
wM−11 · · · wM−1M
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (A.6)
Using the deﬁnition of a determinant, we have∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 · · · 1
w1 · · · wM
...
...
wM−11 · · · wM−1M
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∑

(−1)per()
M∏
k=1
w
−1k
k , (A.7)
where  is a permutation of (1, . . . ,M). The summation runs over all posible pemutations of
(1, . . . ,M), and (−1)per() gives the sign of the permutation (i.e., per() represents the number
of column swaps required to order (1, . . . , M)). Therefore, we can rewrite (A.6) as
fo(w)=
∑

(−1)per()
M∏
k=1
(w
k+N−M−1
k e
−wk )
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 · · · 1
...
...
wM−11 · · · wM−1M
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∑

(−1)per()
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
w
1+N−M−1
1 e
−w1 · · · wM+N−M−1M e−wM
...
...
w
1+N−2
1 e
−w1 · · · wM+N−2M e−wM
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (A.8)
If we deﬁne a = i[a1 · · · aM ]T and cj = 1− iaj , the characteristic funcion asumes the form
E
{
ea
T w
}
=
∫ ∞
0
· · ·
∫ ∞
0

M!
∑

(−1)per()
×
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
w
1+N−M−1
1 e
−c1w1 · · · wM+N−M−1M e−cMwM
...
...
w
1+N−2
1 e
−c1w1 · · · wM+N−2M e−cMwM
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ dw,
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where theM! term arises from considering unordered eigenvalues.We can then bring the integrals
inside the determinant and integrate each element of the matrix using∫ ∞
0
w+N−re−cw dw = (+N − r)!/c+N−r+1.
Therefore, the integral of the j th column is
g(j, j )

 (j +N −M − 1)!
c
j+N−M
j
· · · (j +N − 2)!
c
j+N−1
j


T
. (A.9)
Finally, the characteristic funcion can be written as
E
{
ea
T w
}
= 
M!
∑

(−1)per()|g(1, 1) · · · g(M, M)|
= 
M!
∑

|g(1, 1) · · · g(M,M)|, (A.10)
since reordering the columns so 1, . . . , M are in order yields a (−1)per() factor.
A.3. Non-central Wishart: derivtion of the chracteristic fuction of the eigenvalues
We now consider the characteristic function of the eigenvalues for a non-central complex
Wishart, A. As we saw in (2.12) the joint density of the eigenvalues of −1A is
fo(w) =  exp
{
−
M∑
k=1
(fk + wk)
}
0F˜1(N; f,w)
M∏
k=1
wN−Mk
M∏
i<j
(wi − wj)2. (A.11)
The hypergeometric function 0F˜1(N; f,w) is given in (2.6). Substituting (2.6) and (A.7) in
(A.11) and deﬁning (f) exp{−∑Mk=1 fk}/∏Mi<j (fi − fj ) gives
fo(w)= (−1)M(M−1)/2(f)
M∏
k=1
f
(M−N)/2
k
×
∑

(−1)per()
M∏
k=1
(w
k+(N−M)/2−1
k e
−wk )|IN−M(2
√
fiwj )|. (A.12)
Therefore, deﬁning a = i[a1 · · · aM ]T and cj = 1− iaj , as before, the characteristic function
of the unordered eigenvalues is
E
{
ea
T w
}
=
∫ ∞
0
· · ·
∫ ∞
0
(−1)M(M−1)/2[(f)/M!]
M∏
k=1
f
(M−N)/2
k
×
∑

(−1)per()
M∏
k=1
(w
k+(N−M)/2−1
k e
−ckwk )|IN−M(2
√
fiwj )| dw,
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where the M! term arises from considering unordered eigenvalues. Bringing the product terms
dependent on wk inside the determinant and the integrals inside the sum, we have
E
{
ea
T w
}
= (−1)M(M−1)/2[(f)/M!]
M∏
k=1
f
(M−N)/2
k
∑

(−1)per()
×
∫ ∞
0
· · ·
∫ ∞
0
∣∣∣∣wj+(N−M)/2−1j e−cjwj IN−M(2√fiwj )| dw. (A.13)
Integrating the determinant in (A.13) column by column gives |H|, where the elements of the
matrix H are deﬁned by (H)ij = hji and
hji 
∫ ∞
0
wj+(N−M)/2−1e−cjwIN−M(2
√
fiwj )| dw
= (j +N −M − 1)!
c
j+(N−M)/2
j
(
fi
cj
)(N−M)/2
efi/cj
j−1∑
r=0
(
j − 1
j − 1− r
)
(fi/cj )
r
(N −M + r)! .
(A.14)
The above integral is routinely obtained using the results [12, Eqs. (6.631) and (9.231)]. If we
deﬁne h(j, j ) = [hj1 · · · hjM ]T , the characteristic function can be ﬁnally written as
E
{
ea
T w
}
= (−1)M(M−1)/2[(f)/M!]
M∏
k=1
f
(M−N)/2
k
∑

(−1)per()|h(1, 1) · · · h(M, M)|
= (−1)M(M−1)/2[(f)/M!]
M∏
k=1
f
(M−N)/2
k
∑

|h(1, 1) · · · h(M,M)| (A.15)
with the last equality due to reordering the columns so 1, . . . , M are in order.
A.4. Derivation of the joint characteristic function of the eigenvalues
Taking the integral in (3.5) over w ﬁrst gives∫ ∞
0
· · ·
∫ ∞
0
ea
T wf (w, ) dw
= /M!2 exp
{
−
M∑
k=1
k
}
M∏
k=1
N−Mk
M∏
i<j
(i − j )2
×
∫ ∞
0
. . .
∫ ∞
0
 exp
{
(1− p2)aTw−
M∑
k=1
(k + wk)
}
×
M∏
k=1
wN−Mk
M∏
i<j
(wi − wj)20F˜1(N; ,w) dw. (A.16)
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The integral above is recognized as (A.15) with fk replaced by k and a scaled by (1 − p2).
Hence, we have∫ ∞
0
. . .
∫ ∞
0
e(1−p2)aT wf (w, ) dw
=  exp
{
−
M∑
k=1
k
}
M∏
k=1
N−Mk
M∏
i<j
(i − j )2
×(−1)M(M−1)/2 exp{−
∑M
k=1 k}
∏M
k=1(k)M−N/2
M!2∏Mi<j [(i − j )]
×
∑

|h(1, 1) · · ·h(M,M)|f=
= (−1)M(M−1)/2−M(N−1)/2(/M!2) exp
{
−
M∑
k=1
k/(1− p2)
}
M∏
k=1
(N−M)/2k
×
M∏
i<j
(i − j )
∑

|h(1, 1) · · ·h(M,M)|f=. (A.17)
Now taking the integral over  gives the joint characteristic function
E {eaT w+bT } = −M(N−1)/2(/M!2)
∫ ∞
0
. . .
∫ ∞
0
M∏
i=1
((N−M)/2i e
−[(1−2)−1−bi ]i )
×
∑
	
(−1)per(	)
M∏
k=1

	k−1
k
∑

|h(1, 1) · · ·h(M,M)|f= d
= −M(N−1)/2(/M!2)
∑

∑
	
(−1)per(	)
×
∫ ∞
0
. . .
∫ ∞
0
M∏
i=1
(
	i+(N−M)/2−1
i e
−[(1−2)−1−bi ]i )
×|h(1, 1) · · ·h(M,M)|f= d. (A.18)
Then,we transpose thematrix [h(1, 1) · · ·h(M,M)]f= so that the columnsdeﬁnedby [h(1, 1)
· · ·h (M,M)]Tf= = [h˜(1) · · · h˜(M)] are functions of 1, . . . , M in that order. From (A.14)
the sth element of h(r , r) is
(r +N −M − 1)!
c
r+(N−M)/2
r
(
s
cr
)(N−M)/2
es/cr
r−1∑
k=1
(
r − 1
r − 1− k
)
(s/cr )
k
(N −M + k)! ,
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which is row r, column s for the transposed matrix (element h˜sr ). We can move the functions of
s into the matrix in (A.18) and integrate each element of the matrix over s as follows:∫ ∞
0

	s+(N−M)/2−1
s e
−[(1−2)−1−bs ]s h˜sr (s) ds
= (r +N −M − 1)!
c
r+(N−M)/2
r
(

cr
)(N−M)/2
×
r−1∑
k=0
(
r − 1
r − 1− k
)
(/cr )
k
(N −M + k)!
∫ ∞
0

	s+N−M−1+k
s e
−[(1−2)−1−bs−/cr ]s ds
= (r +N −M − 1)!
c
r+(N−M)/2
r
(

cr
)(N−M)/2
×
r−1∑
k=0
(
r − 1
r − 1− k
)
(/cr )
k(	s +N −M − 1+ k)!
(N −M + k)![(1− 2)−1 − bs − /cr ]	s+N−M+k
. (A.19)
Reordering the columns again so that 	1, . . . , 	M are in order gives the desired expression
in (3.6).
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